
CHAPTER IV

CLOSURE

A. Conclusion

After analysis the data on the title “The Analysis of Moral Values in the First Series of

Narnia Movie The Lion, The Witch and The Wardrobe”, the writer concludes as follows:

1. This movie showed two kind of moral value, individual moral value and social

moral value. Meanwhile individual moral value such as care and love, curiosity,

warm-hearted, honestly, not selfish, share, consciousness, hope, courage, wisdom,

forgiveness, sacrifice, believing, loyalty and brotherhood, and social moral value

such as helping someone, friendship, and togetherness.

2. There are many moral values that applied on moral education, such as care and love.

Edmund risked his life to save his father photo, but Edmund said that he has to had

save his father. In this scene, moral value of care and love is very strong and the

viewers also could deeply feel from this scene. In education, this scene was very

good. Care and love were important in family relation. Other moral value is honesty,

here honesty bring new relationship and also supports family relation. Other moral

value is forgiveness, forgiveness is really valuable moral value, and it is really

important in moral education becauses forgiveness has many advantages in life, not

only for releasely angry feeling but also for tightenly relationship. Thus, The Lion,

the Witch and the Wardrobe movie has many moral values that applied in moral

education, such as honesty, friendship, forgiveness, care and love and many more.

This movie also taught how to be a good human, good creatures and also taught



how to attitude in daily life. In the other hand, this movie is really good for moral

education.

B. Suggestion

Based on the conclusion above, the writer tries to give recommendation. Everyone

could take moral values from whomever and whatever including from movies. So use the

movie when teaching. It would increase students participation and also that students could take

the moral values from it. Teacher should facilitate students teaching media, like using movie,

tape, and many things that could students enjoy in learning.


